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1. Approach

Ever since Pareto’s (1935) distinction, it has generally been agreed, that the field of economics should concentrate on rational action; other areas of social science, i.e. sociology should concentrate on irrational behavior. However, economics is a broad field. Therefore it is hardly surprising that economists who are confronted with irrational human behavior or deviations from the perfect model of purposeful and rational behavior wrangle with Pareto and, in particular, with his line of distinction. Critical calls were confronted with only modest appreciation, if they were heard at all, when they suggested that unrealistic assumptions about behavior were required in order to deliver economic or normatively speaking “good” explanations (Friedman 1953). Academics in Business Administration, dealing with innovation, marketing, organization or human resources and phenomena like decision behavior, informal organizations or HRM abandoned the economic paradigm and searched for more feasible theories in other disciplines.

The historical development of HRM is not the topic of this article. However, we need to stress that we are talking about a process of convergence towards neighboring disciplines, notably (social) psychology and (organizational and industrial) sociology, which represent a “long wave” of historical ideas: Simon’s (1955) revolutionary work “A behavioral model of rational choice” was published half a century ago. Since then, considerable progress has been made in both theory and empirical knowledge. And this holds true for all levels of HRM research – for the individual, group and organizational level. Worth mentioning amongst others are motivation, learning and stress theories, theories about group dynamics, power and management as well as theories about organizations and their environments. Furthermore, it is worth emphasizing tendencies towards empirical social research which evolved at the same time as behavioral science.

Economic theory was “exported” once again into HRM with the rediscovery of institutions in economic research and the development of appropriate models, such as property rights, transaction costs and information asymmetry, which all facilitated the explanation of the failure of the free market model of traditional economics (Coase 1960, Alchian/Allen 1972). Criticism from business administration that human resources academics lacked economic background and that the adaptation of theories from other disciplines caused little more than interdisciplinary dilettantism only increased the influence of economics. Personnel economics (Lazear 1996; Sadowski 2002) may be called the rearguard of this new “economic imperialism.”

---

For the German discussion see Ordelheide et al. (1990). In the German case, one needs to consider that business administration is not organized within business schools but is studied within a department. The subject of business administration is not multidisciplinary and aligned around the subject matter of the firm as it applies to the study of public administration in Germany and in an anglo-american Business School, but German business administration departments raise the claim of unity in the understanding of the discipline. This type of organization undoubtedly has some advantages. However, the coherence gained can cause difficulties, if for example academics in HR have to deal with lets say formal models of HR planning and anomalies in group decision processes simultaneously.
Conquerers are usually confronted with resistance. While representatives of New Institutional Economics tried to keep in touch with HRM, above all via the psychology of individual decision behavior and economic sociology (Kabst 2004), most personnel economists remained ignorant to the theoretical and empirical fund of knowledge of their own discipline. Whether this is – in the long-run – a successful strategy to attain hegemony in the field of ideas will be left up to scientific historians. However, in my modest view success is much more likely if one bases his arguments in an agreeable way without always expecting agreement. As there were and still are good reasons why some disciplines of business administration, and especially such ones like HRM, are no longer willing to rely on economics unconditionally, it may be a reasonable proposal to underpin HRM with a theoretical basis which takes into account the fragmentation of the discipline and the individual results of each fragment. What we are talking about, finally, is nothing less than the “unity of social science.”

Such a proposal is up for discussion in this article. The contemporary version of “rational choice” in sociology once again aims at merging together knowledge of different social sciences following the tradition of Max Weber’s “understanding sociology”. The initiators of the program can be found in scientific theory (Popper 1994; Albert 2003), economics (Akerlof 1984; Becker 1976), sociology (Boudon 1981; Coleman 1984) and organizational theory (March/Simon 1993; Olson 1965). The main representatives of the approach are Esser (1999), Kirchgässner (1991), Lindenberg (1985) and Swedberg (2003) (amongst others). This may suffice to locate the program, as we are not discussing positions of individual authors in this article but the overall framework of the program. This framework can be summarized by three main points because codification is well advanced: The standard model of explanation also called the macro-micro-macro model (chapter 2), the model of man in “rational choice” (chapter 3) and exchange theory as the most popular model of “aggregation” (chapter 4) are discussed in the following chapters. The article concludes with reflections on possible HR-applications of the framework (chapter 5).

2. The “Macro-Micro-Macro” Model

The following thoughts might be trivial from an economist’s view. As far as economics is concerned it has never aimed at the explanation of individual behavior but at collective or social results of individual decisions. Price theory can be considered a standard economic example. Price is determined by the interaction of demand, i.e. a buyer with preferences and a defined budget, and supply, i.e. goods with certain costs of production and distribution. From a psychologist’s view the concentration on the micro-macro transition may be incomprehensible. From his view collective effects of individual behavior are taken for granted but his prime interest is in individual outcomes in response to certain, even collective stimuli. As a result, it is hardly surprising

Different labels can be used to describe the program. Labels like “new micro-sociology”, “new micro-economics” or “economic sociology” can apply. The author tends to prefer the name “socio-economics” which describes the theory more accurately as being on a borderline between economics and sociology. Due to didactical demarcation, we keep the label originating from action theory.
that it was left to sociology to explain macro-micro transitions more precisely (Alexander et al. 1987).

"Rational choice" in this interpretation can be seen as an elaboration of different lines of what has been called "methodological individualism": Explanations aim at collective results of individual behavior, not at individual behavior itself. This is nothing new for the field of HRM. A typical example is the explanation of how motivated individual behavior can be transformed into collective performance which again serves the aims of the organization.

Figure 1:  The macro-micro-macro model

The macro-micro-macro model (figure 1, Boudon 1981; Coleman 1990) represents the common glue of explanations proposed within the theoretical framework of "rational choice"; it serves as the core element of the theory. Structural variables describe the social situations of actors and represent the starting point of explanation. Individual behavior is then explained in respect to the circumstances it is situated in. Again, this requires an individual action theory. According to Lewin’s (1951) programmatic formula which defines behavior as a function of situation and person, this can be characterized as the social-psychological part of the model. However, the explanation of individual behavior is not an end to itself. Individual behavior serves as a basis for the explanation of intentional and/or unintentional collective and/or emerging effects. This part of the model corresponds to the example of economic price theory. Therefore the theory does not choose the direct path between social situations and collective results which is usually preferred by macro theories of sociology and economics; instead, it follows the rules of methodological individualism and disaggregates the task into three relatively autonomous steps: the logic of the situation, the logic of selection and the logic of aggregation.

1) The logic of the situation – a concept which can be traced back to Poppers’ (1994) thoughts on social theory – combines the macro level of the action system with the micro level of actors. To this purpose so-called bridge assumptions must be stated, i.e. more or less abstract and typical assumptions which characterize the social situation from an actors’ points of view. In the most simple case of completely informed actors, one can assume that the actors know their objective behavioral options. The bridge assumptions can then be refined step by step in order to depict subjective compo-
nents of the observed situation. For example, concepts of socialization and learning theories can be included in order to model positional and dispositional effects on behalf of the actors under study. It will often be impossible to adequately refine the bridge assumptions because of “missing data” or “missing information” on individual views of the logic of the situation. However, as we are not talking about individuals and their idiosyncratic characters but about collective explanations, for “economic” reasons knowledge about typical views and typical actors is regarded as sufficient for model building.

2) The logic of selection depicts the nomological core of the model. From a methodological point of view this step implies the choice of an action theory which connects actors and actions on the micro level of explanation. Typically, “rational choice”-theory draws on different versions of valence-expectancy theory which is well known and acknowledged in economics as well as in psychology and sociology. The choice of SEU-theory (Subjectively-Expected-Utility) is frequently appropriate but not compelling. Above all, the “rational choice” approach formulates a number of criteria the chosen action theory should comply to (Wippler/Lindenberg 1987):

- According to its nomological status the action theory should possess a high degree of generalization and contain little information about the individual.
- It must be able to consider structural conditions of actions, i.e. it must allow the formulation of bridge assumptions in the modelling of the logic of the situation; it should also enable the modelling of collective results of actions.
- Assumptions should not be axiomatically fixed by premises such as complete information; it should always be possible to integrate or to model assumptions derived from physiological and psychological theories. Furthermore, the amount of “ignorance” of the action theory should be made explicit, so that more complex assumptions can enter the model, e.g. using the method of decreasing abstraction (Lindenberg 1992).
- Finally, action theory should consider the underlying model of man, namely homo socio-oeconomicus. It must take into account the free will of individuals and that individuals are resourceful (see chapter 3).

These rules can be interpreted as methodological guidelines for the construction of explanations or models. They help to balance out the conflicting goals between the explanation of individual actions and the logic of aggregation (in principle, the former implies the explanation of every individual action, while the latter can only consider typical actions). Thus, the rules require that shortcomings of the action theory are made explicit so that it can be refined if necessary.

---

3 An axiomatic version of subjectively-expected-utility theory (SEU-theory), an expression which is often used synonymously for valence-expectancy theory, can be traced back to von Neumann/Morgenstern (1972). Schoemaker (1982) gives an overview of the various versions of the theory. Heckhausen (1989) summarizes findings from motivation theory in this regard. It is worth mentioning that the so-called VIE-theory by Vroom (1964), which is widely accepted and used in behavioral HRM and Organizational Science, is likewise only a special variation of SEU- or valence-expectancy theory.
3) The most decisive step is the logic of aggregation. So-called transformation rules are needed, so that individual interaction processes can be modeled. Depending on the system under study formal aggregation models such as election rules may be appropriate. In many practical cases in HRM simple additive models are sufficient, for example in the case of collective phenomena such as turnover, absenteeism or participation in training courses which can be modeled by simple rates or quota. In many cases, the logic of aggregation will have to take into account combinations or the conjunction of individual actions. In these cases, assumptions must be made on how individual actions influence each other in the process of aggregation. Diffusion, game or exchange theories may be helpful in this regard. One very popular model is exchange theory (see part 4). However, exchange theory is only one aggregation model which is frequently used due to its manifold applicability. Further standard models of aggregation include resources allocation models (Coleman 1975, Vanberg 1982) which explain why individuals join up to form associations or organizations. Another example is made up by “threshold models” (Granovetter 1978) which come into use when collective panics, revolts or also fashions are to be modeled.

By now it should have become clear that the “rational choice” approach in HRM focusses on collective phenomena of organized actions. Thus, in this respect it is close to personnel economics. However, “rational choice” approach is aware of the ignorance of its underlying action theory and is therefore open to integrate findings from social-psychological theories. In more detail, this means that the ignorance of the action theory in use is made explicit and methodological rules, like the method decreasing abstraction, can be used to avoid the introduction of (psychological) ad hoc assumptions – which are common in standard economic research. The method of decreasing abstraction protects the core of the argumentation, namely the action theory in use, and first of all recommends improvements in the logic of aggregation and the logic of the situation. But, in order to eliminate major anomalies of explanation it opens the nomological core to physiological and/or psychological findings. For this purpose, it is necessary and indeed possible to extend the macro-micro-macro model of explanation by a further (in-depth) level of analysis. Thus, “rational choice” is separated from anti-reductionism – which has a long history in social science from Durkheim (1982) to Popper (1969) – without giving up the independence of social explanations.

Such in-depth explanations, which – as proposed by Coleman (1990) – further differentiate the self in an object self and an acting self, will apply, in my view, only to few applications in standard HRM. As HRM considers organizations and the markets and environment the organizations operate in, it will be more important to use in-depth explanations to bridge the gap between environment, organizations and individuals and to develop unifying models of explanation. How do organizations (meso level) act in respect to globalization processes (macro level) and which options are chosen by its members (micro level) which, in turn, effect the strategy of the organization (meso level) and the process of globalization (macro level)? These are relevant questions HRM is confronted with. The example proves that it is possible to integrate environment, organizations and individuals in explanations within a “rational choice” framework. Generic or dynamic explanations, which are scarce in today’s HRM, are possible if several macro-micro-macro explanations are connected in series.
3. Homo Socio-oeconomicus

In particular researchers from behavioral sciences loathe a solely rational model of man. Even reformist movements in the line of the so-called new economic institutionalism could not change this attitude. While the “traditional” homo oeconomicus of the standard micro-economic literature was depicted as a “heartless calculating machine”, the “new” and strictly opportunistic homo oeconomicus in institutional economics is pictured as a bunch of no-gooders, which spoils the next generations of academics and business men (Pfeffer 1994).

So let’s recapitulate: It was less a problem with the “old” homo oeconomicus, whose only joy in life was money, that he would have sold his mother-in-law at the next best opportunity – and therefore no rationally thinking economist would have wanted such a chap as a son-in-law, as Boulding (1969) once remarked. The “old” and under-socialized homo oeconomicus would not have come into the awkward situation of selling his mother-in-law as he was a devout single. The problem of economics with its pupil was that he could only survive within the perfect markets of neo-classical standard theory. Social autism of homo oeconomicus clearly marked the boundaries of economic thought. This became clear with reflections on market failures, e.g. in the context of environmental pollution. The awareness of market failures directed the attention of (welfare) economics not only to the overlooked marginal conditions necessary for perfect markets to function – property rights, lacking transaction costs and perfect information (Coase 1960) – but blessed traditional homo oeconomicus with a few new abilities as well. In imperfect markets it is no longer sufficient to be able to calculate and maximize but also to negotiate and to undergo tactics. Opportunism (Williamson 1985) – which incorporates calculation as well as cunning – does not make the chap any kinder but keeps him functioning in imperfect markets. In addition, economists like Arrow (1963), Downs (1957) or Becker (1976) used their theoretical repertoire to analyze non-economic institutions like politics, education or even families. The extension was only enabled because homo oeconomicus besides money got used to the maximization votes, investments in education and finally in social approval as well. New micro-economics thus once again discovered characteristics which classical institutionalists like Smith (1911), Veblen (1924) or Schumpeter (1942) had already known. The way from the maximization of profits to the maximization of utility and the so-called assumption of “alchianesque” utilities (Alchian/Allen 1972) have definitely been further prerequisites of the new institutionalism in micro-economics.

There was a parallel discussion in sociology about the model of classical structural functionalism, homo sociologicus. He was used to dealing with expectations as he met social norms and institutions and he appreciated societal values which guided his behavior in the form of deeply internalized standards (Parsons 1962; Kluckhohn 1962; Dahrendorf 1977). Unfortunately, homo sociologicus as a member of the upper middle class (Mills 1959) did not get in contact with constraints and calculation seemed disrespectful to him. This made it even more difficult for theorists to analyze deviating behavior. Homo sociologicus does not break rules: he does not buy more than he can.
pay for, does not embezzle money and does not rob banks (Diamond 1971). Thus, this over-socialized representative (Wrong 1961) of the weird and spooky men in the social sciences accentuated the limitations of sociological action theory in a prominent way. Critics such as Homans (1964) pleaded for a reorientation of action theory almost half a century ago. Homans connected the recollection of rational action in sociological theory to an address for the extension of the utility concept. Homans argued for a revival of a homo calculus who besides material values appreciated social values as well. Thus, he thought of a theoretical man whose behavioral spectrum ranged from altruism to hedonism, and who in respect of the economic principle did not waste his scarce resources.

Figure 2: The characteristics of homo socio-oeconomicus and his relatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>homo oeconomicus</th>
<th>homo sociologicus</th>
<th>homo socio-oeconomicus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resourceful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expecting</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximizing</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The models of man in the tradition of these thoughts have been codified in different ways. Meckling (1976) as an economist suggested REMM as an orientation for new micro-economics. The Resourceful, Evaluating and Maximizing Man combines characteristics of homo oeconomicus and homo sociologicus. Lindenberg (1985, 1990), a sociologist, adds two further assumptions: restrictions, which may be trivial to economists and which of course do not only mean material but also social restrictions, and expectations, which specify the calculating characteristic more precisely (see figure 2). This new man of the social sciences, who is known as RREEMM in accordance with his characteristics, or homo socio-oeconomicus (Weise 1989), has already established himself in the middle of economics and sociology. Within “rational choice” RREEMM purely serves to exemplify methodological rules, namely the method of decreasing abstraction, and the assumptions of the underlying action theory.

The utility concept must be explicited with homo socio-oeconomicus as a model of man. This is of great importance, as economists, usually confronted with market exchange, tend to keep the utility concept unspecified and instead to draw back on money as a transaction medium (implicitly assuming that somehow “everything” can be exchanged for money). Sociologists on the other side must fill the utility concept. Various suggestions have been made to bring theory into the construction of so-called bridge assumptions (Kelle/Lüdemann 1995). Lindenberg (1996) for example draws on the classical Scottish moral philosophers and suggests two major goals – physical well-being and social approval. Matiaske (1999) argues for situational explanations of utility.

---

4 This applies as well, if for different reasons, to the traditional homo oeconomicus, to which Diamond refers here. See the discussion in Williamson (1985), from where the reference to Diamond was taken.
and refers to content theories of motivation. Regardless of the suggestion one chooses: It is important to replace the “empty” utility concept by empirically testable hypotheses. However, preferences should be held constant in both versions (March/Simon 1993), even if one does not have to assume that preferences change just as slowly as the Rocky Mountains (Stigler/Becker 1977).

The resistance RREEMM is confronted with while he is trying to merge some common aspects of economics and sociology is hardly understandable. Resistance arises especially with the assumption of “resourcefulness” which is sometimes interpreted rather one-sided and biased as within new institutional economics for example. The transaction cost approach as well as information economics interpret resourcefulness as a kind of economics of “lying and deceiving”. Especially the transaction cost approach as proposed by Williamson (1985) encouraged such an interpretation by defining opportunism as intentional actions like misleading, distorting, hiding, blurring or concealing. The often strongly biased assumptions on the resourcefulness of homo-socio-oeconomicus may help explain the vehement reactions against it.

From a theoretical point of view the biased interpretation of “resourcefulness” cannot be justified. Homo socio-oeconomicus does not only use his “new” autonomy for dirty tricks; he also lures and attracts and he knows that friendliness and trust may be better means to an end than unfriendliness and mistrust. One could summarize these types of behavior – which are quite the opposite of the standard interpretation of opportunism – as self-motivated altruism because they are enacted in favor of somebody else in order to achieve one’s own goals. Even “true” altruism or on the other side of the behavioral spectrum sadism are possible behavioral alternatives. In these extreme versions of resourcefulness ego knows the utility function of alter and incorporates it into his own one, thereby increasing or reducing the utility of alter without respect of his own costs. But above all such a model demands a large amount of information about the actors which is inconsistent with the methodological rule that the action theory should be restricted on only few assumptions about actors. One will frequently operate with a simple version of an egoistic but neither jealous nor caring actor (Matiaske 1999).

It is important to note that in particular Williamson (1985) – who may be characterized as the main proponent of the opportunism assumption and who has been strongly criticized for it – justifies the assumption implicitly with the commitment or liability of the economist towards the economic subjects. Because opportunism potentially can occur actors are usually well advised with the rule of the transaction approach to inform themselves ex ante and to safeguard themselves ex post. The line of argumentation is the same as the advice that a mother gives her son about not to get involved with girls, well knowing that one of the girls could be the most wonderful daughter-in-law in the world. After the wedding the same mother should tell off her son if he does not undertake a marital agreement but follows the romantic ideal about loyalty and devotion. One central problem of the biased interpretation becomes obvious if one imagines that fathers advise their daughters the same thing. But it is neither the right time to speak of young and rebellious attitudes towards over-caring parents in regard of the reproduction of society nor do we have the time to discuss the utility
that business people could achieve if they ignored the advice of economists. It should be documented however, that transactions always affect at least two actors.

This is exactly the problem with the usual assumption about opportunism. It is not only the perception of human behavior that is severely biased. Much more biased is the use of this assumption in many studies of contemporary personnel economics. Literature is crowded with blue and white collar workers who do not work for the good of the business (at least not only) but solely pursue their own interests and tend to shirk. Managers on the other hand, who build up their careers on the backs of their employees, HRM departments, whoexploit staff due to advantages in legal knowledge, or principals, who force agents to make morally questionable decisions, are no typical subjects of research. This ignorance towards phenomena of a misuse of power is however, not an inherent problem of rational action theory in general. The contemporary “rational choice” theory follows the maxim of relational analysis and considers power phenomena systematically in models of macro-micro-macro transition.

4. (Social) Exchange as a Standard Model of “Micro-Macro Transition”

The economic argumentation is based on exchange: Economics operate with the model of market exchange which is bound to certain and highly sophisticated social and societal prerequisites. As we know nowadays, thanks to new institutional economics, the functioning of the market exchange model implies a functioning legal system, a perfect system of informational and logistic infrastructure as well as market participants who stick to the codex of honorable business men. But trade was already carried out long before international trade agreements, container shipments and the internalization of universal social standards were established. And after all, wholly non-economical interactions – for example the exchange of messages, recognition or gifts – can also be interpreted as exchange actions. And corresponding exchange theories can be found in disciplines such as social anthropology, social psychology or sociology as well. Therefore, exchange can be called the basic paradigm of the social sciences (Matiaske 2003).

Non-economic exchange theories are built on different theoretical grounds. For example, they are dependent on normative rules of honor (Mauss 1989), structural conditions of relationship (Levi-Strauss 1971) or learning theories (Homans 1974). Modern sociological versions of exchange theory – Emerson (1962), Blau (1964) and Coleman (1972, 1990) in particular – are routed somewhat deeper in economics. Contemporary versions of sociological exchange theory share the basis of methodological individualism and the rationality assumption with economics and the more general “rational choice” approach. Because these models, and this can only be outlined here, can be applied to various forms of social interactions, exchange theories are often used in the modeling of micro-macro transitions.

As the discussion about the (at first different) underlying models of man converges in economics and sociology, the debate on the (initially common) exchange theory seems to head in different directions. Economic debates increasingly focus on the forgotten parameters of the market place and thus piece by piece create a more realistic market model; the sociological discussion on the other side comes close to an ideal
market place. The mathematical model in Coleman’s version of social exchange can be interpreted as the sociological reinvention of the Walrasian market model. And also the emerging effects of power are treated very differently. While prices and values are core issues discussed in economics, sociological exchange theories emphasize power and inequalities of power and thus social influence. Another difference lies in the assumption of a general transaction medium.

While economics tacitly relies on money and more and more explicates the marginal parameters of the market, as, for example the legal system, contemporary sociological exchange theory concentrates on the lack of a universal transaction medium like money within social exchange relationships. Because money is not required in social relationships and a safeguarding legal framework is lacking, structural equivalents must be invented to ensure and to enable exchange. Sociological exchange theory, in the tradition of classical thoughts on means of social interaction (Parsons 1977), refers to trust and social relationships in the form of social capital, which replace money as the universal medium of exchange (Matiaske 1999). These informal types of media in social exchange equal the formal media money and legal system in economic market exchange. However, the basis of the action theory is the same in economic and social exchange models.

Therefore sociological exchange theory systematically integrates the category of social capital (Bourdieu 1979, Putnam 2000). On the one hand, social capital is considered in models of social exchange via individual (trustworthy) relationships which an actor is provided with (Marsden 1983, Yamaguchi 1996). On the other hand, the collective interpretation of social capital is integrated in general agreements on norms (Colemann 1988), especially the universal norm of reciprocity (Gouldner 1960). In respect of the research methods used contemporary sociological exchange theories integrate concepts of social network analysis (Wasserman/Faust 1997). In a theoretical sense they reflect exchange relationships as socially embedded relationships (Granovetter 1985).

Thus, the circle is complete, as new institutional economics reflects on the social embeddedness of economic exchange relationships due to notoriously incomplete contracts on the one hand side and limits of the classical paradigm of goods-money exchange in the building of long-term and trustful relationships on the other hand side (Furubotn/Richter 1997). It is to be hoped that the parallel discussions in different disciplines contribute to the breaking down of interdisciplinary hurdles. Or in a slightly different way: It is to be desired, that the gains achieved by an interdisciplinary program may exceed the distinction based gains from isolated disciplines, which are solely built on rents from disciplinary barriers.

5. Summary

HRM can probably gain more than other disciplines of business administration – such as decision theory, marketing or organization theory – by turning to the contemporary “rational choice” approach. Considering the splintered array of multiple disciplinary approaches in HRM the discipline has always been struggling for recognition as a discipline in itself. At present there is a strong movement towards a rather narrowly interpreted basic economic paradigm, which at the same time means giving up the relationships built up to the neighboring disciplines of psychology and sociology. Howe-
ver, there have been “good reasons” for turning the back on economics as a basic discipline and these reasons cannot be neglected because of a simple call for disciplinary solidarity; just as well there have been “good reasons” for HRM to remain a part of the field of business administration. Turning to the “rational choice” approach would relax this tension at a somewhat higher level of abstraction. The “rational choice” approach as a framework or guideline for research in the social sciences is able to integrate the central problems of HRM – man and organization – on the explicit basis of an action theory thereby focussing on aggregated effects of individual actions.

The macro-micro-macro model of explanation of “rational choice” considers the most typical problem of HRM, namely the aggregation of individual actions within and related to organizations. In this, the theory treats all “actors” the same without regard of the levels or stages they are acting on, which does not just mean progress in a theoretical but also in a normative sense. The approach does not reduce men in organizations to economic or psychological (calculating or stimulus-reflex)machines but considers men as endowed with will, creativity and resourcefulness. Apart from this, contemporary action theory allows for the adaptation of psychological findings via multi-layered in-depth explanations without giving up the autonomy of social phenomena. To be succinct, the “rational choice” approach opens opportunities for new insights into old problems and for the exploration of new ones thereby integrating the current theoretical and empirical knowledge of the HRM discipline. The following concluding examples may help to clarify this hypothesis:

- The closely related fields of work motivation and performance incentives schemes are usually examined from different disciplinary angles within HRM. Researchers from the behavioral sciences focus on (intrinsic and extrinsic) motivation, economists investigate the effects of (material) incentives. But topics closely related like, for example, organizational commitment are neglected from both sides, left up to specialists or transferred to other disciplines. The “rational choice” approach proves itself capable to systematically analyze the social embeddedness of work relationships on the basis of an explicated action theory and thus to provide a new (or first?) solution to the mystery Barnard (1938) left to HRM and organizational researchers. To interpret work relationships as kinds of gift exchange (Akerlof 1982) with regard to a model of man who strives for physical well-being as well as for social approval, is not only metaphorically but also systematically possible.

- Ever since Lewin’s (Lewin et al. 1939) revolutionary studies, research on leadership has been influenced by his point of view that research on leader traits and leadership styles, with regard to changing environments, would deliver insights into management activities and thus leadership success. But one-sided research on the influence taking of leaders on their staff neglects that leaders may be led by their subordinates as well and that there are certain leadership structures among subordinates, too. A reformulation of the research problem in terms of exchange theory (first versions were submitted by Hollander 1958, Graen 1969, Zalesny and Graen 1995, or Matiaske 1995), considers the complex structure of relationships between all actors involved. This point of view brings new life to the con-
cept of co-operative leadership because co-operation is no longer treated as a personal trait leadership style, but as an emergent and measurable result of a network structure on the macro level.

- Finally, on an organizational level questions arise about the diffusion of HR practices and politics within the context of globalization. Also on the level of the organization and close to knowledge sociology the “rational choice” approach renders explanations which might be helpful in the explanation of adaptation processes concerning US-American HR practices and politics in “old” Europe (Goo-derham 1999).

The examples may clarify the potential of the “rational choice” approach. There is no doubt, that it will be no easy task to apply or realize the outlined program. However, this paper is not meant to be a simple recommendation of a “ménage à trois” of sociology, economics and psychology for HRM research. The “rational choice” approach does not only lure and entice but it is also a big challenge. In sociology, the approach has already passed the borders of economic sociology and is now striving to conquer “soft” fields such as cultural sociology – so let’s see what happens to HRM.
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